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ABSTRACT
Wideband robust direction of arrival estimation using microphone
arrays is associated with computationally complex algorithms, unsuitable for implementation on low power devices. This paper improves on the computational complexity by devising an algorithm
based on steered response interpolation combined with steered response power estimation employing root solving. The new algorithm is implemented in a PC-based realtime system and has been
compared to Root-MUSIC and Far-Field SRP-PHAT. The comparison was performed with regards to computational load and robustness to noise and reverberation in a real room environment. The
results show that the new algorithm is the most computationally
efficient, while providing superior robustness compared to RootMUSIC.
1. INTRODUCTION
Finding a robust estimate of the direction of arrival (DOA) to a
sound source using a microphone array is a critical feature in a
wide array of applications ranging from security applications such
as battlefield sensor networks and automatic surveillance systems
[1] to office and home applications such as conference telephones
and home automation systems [2]. Furthermore the employed
DOA estimation algorithm must be computationally efficient in
order to reduce power consumption.
The DOA for a sound source is calculated from the time delay of arrival (TDOA) of a sound wavefront across a given microphone pair. Early methods to calculate the TDOA were based on
cross-correlation estimation in the time [3] or frequency [4] domain from a single pair of sensors. The time-domain approach
was abandoned due to poor resolution, but the frequency domain
approach was extended and applied to microphone pairs by Rabinkin [5], and later applied to microphone arrays by Silverman
and Brandstein [6]. Their work has underpinned the development
of the algorithm featured here.
In parallel, model based narrowband DOA estimation methods
such as Root-MUSIC [7] were developed and applied to sonar and
radar signals. Advances in coherent wideband processing [8] and
shaped response interpolation (SRI) [9] has made it possible to
apply narrowband algorithms to wideband data.
The algorithm featured here combines SRI with steered response power (SRP) estimation and root solving to estimate the
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DOA. The algorithm is denoted Root-SRP-PHAT, and has been
implemented and evaluated in realtime on a standard personal computer (PC). The evaluation is performed with regards to robustness
to noise and reverberation and to computational load in both a simulated and a real room environment. The results are compared with
those of Root-MUSIC [7] and Far-Field SRP-PHAT [10].
2. SIGNAL MODEL
Consider L sound sources, placed at the positions q` = [ρ` , θ` ];
` = 1, 2, . . . , L, where ρ and θ denotes radius and DOA to the
source respectively. Sound originating in a source, denoted s` (t),
impinges on a uniform linear array of I microphone elements, with
an inter-element spacing d. Each of the elements are corrupted
with noise ηi (t); i = 1, 2, . . . , I, which is considered to be spatially and temporally uncorrelated to the sound sources. The impulse response between a sound source at q` and array element
no. i is denoted hi (t, q` ), and is considered to be linear and time
invariant over the measurement period. The microphone signals,
xi (t) are defined as
xi (t) =

L
X

s` (t) ∗ hi (t, q` ) + ηi (t),

(1)

`=1

for i = 1, 2, . . . , I. In practice these signals are band limited
and sampled, and are denoted xi [m] = xi ( Fms ), where Fs is the
sample-frequency. The array output vector is defined by stacking
the microphone signals in a vector according to
ˆ
˜T
(2)
x(t) = x1 (t) x2 (t) · · · xI (t) .

The general assumption is that the impulse response hi (t, q` )
will consist of a series of delayed impulses, decreasing in amplitude over time. The algorithms presented in this paper operate
under the assumption that the dominant component of hi (t, q` ) is
the direct path between the sound source and the microphone array, and that the sound sources are in the far field of the array. In an
ideal, free-space scenario hi (t, q` ) will contain only a direct path,
and the sound will impinge on the array as a planar wave. In this
case, the array response vector can be approximated by
a(Ω, θ) '

ejΩ∆ ˆ
1
4πρ

e−jΩτ

···

e−j(I−1)Ωτ

˜T

(3)

θ
where Ω = 2πF and TDOA τ = d cos
in which F and c denotes
c
frequency and speed of sound respectively. The term ∆ is bulk
1
is caused by dispersion.
delay and the attenuation 4πρ

2.1. Array Covariance
The algorithms presented in this paper estimate the DOA from
the cross power spectral densities (PSDs) between all microphone
pairs. For the entire array, this information is contained in the spatial covariance matrix Rx (Ω). Assuming source and noise processes to be uncorrelated, the spatial covariance matrix is given
by
n h
io
Rx (Ω) = F E x(t)xT (t)
(4)
= A(Ω)Rs (Ω)AH (Ω) + Rη (Ω)
where F{·} denotes the Fourier transform and E [·] denotes the
expected value. The matrix Rs (Ω) is an L × L matrix of source
cross-PSDs, Rη (Ω) is an I × I matrix of noise cross-PSDs and
A(Ω) is the transfer function matrix, defined for L signals as
ˆ
˜
A(Ω) = a(Ω, θ1 ) a(Ω, θ2 ) · · · a(Ω, θL ) .
(5)
In the absence of noise, the cross PSD between two microphones indexed a and b for a single source ` with PSD S` (Ω) is
given by
e−j(a−b)Ωτ`
.
(6)
Sa,b (Ω, θ` ) = S` (Ω)
(4πρ)2
Thus the parameter of interest τ is contained in the normalised
relative phase response between the two microphones
ψa,b (Ω, τ ) = e−j(a−b)Ωτ .

(7)

estimate τ̂ can be obtained by estimating the global maxima of
Px (τ, ωk ) for all frequency bands k = 1, 2, . . . , K according to
τ̂ = arg max
τ

R̂x [k] =

N
X

X[k, n] {X[k, n]}H .

(8)

n=1

An estimate of the relative phase response ψ̂a,b (ωk ), for the
frequency band ωk and microphones a and b, is obtained from
R̂x [k] as
i
h
R̂x [k]

a,b

ψ̂a,b (ωk ) = ˛˛h
i ˛˛ .
˛ R̂x [k]
˛
˛
˛
a,b

(9)

This operation is referred to as the phase transform (PHAT).

Px (τ, ωk ) =

The normalised steered response power for the TDOA τ and the
frequency band ωk is calculated from the estimated relative phase
response according to
I X
I
X

ψ̂a,b (ωk )ejωk (a−b)τ .

(10)

a=1 b=1

The peak value with regards to τ of the above function will correspond to the TDOA of the strongest sound source. A robust TDOA

(11)

I−|n|

I−1
X

ejωk nτ

=

ψ̂f (n,m),g(n,m) (ωk )

m=0

n=−(I−1)
I−1
X

X

jωk nτ

cn e

(12)

,

n=−(I−1)

where f (n, m) = | min(0, n)|+m and g(n, m) = | max(0, n)|+
m. Secondly, the maxima and minima are found from the zeros of
the derivative of Px (τ, ωk ) from
dPx (τ, ωk )
=
dτ

N
−1
X

jωk ncn ejωk nτ = 0.

(13)

n=−(N −1)

The TDOA τ̂ can be estimated by forming a polynomial from the
terms of the above sum and solving for its roots. These roots will
identify the maxima and minima of Px (τ, ωk ), where the maximum with the highest power will be an estimate of the TDOA.
This algorithm is referred to as Root-SRP-PHAT and is a narrowband algorithm. Here, steered response interpolation is therefore
used to transform the problem into a narrowband one.
3.2. Steered Response Interpolation
If each subband is sufficiently narrowband, R̂x [k] will approximate Eq. 4,
R̂x [k] ' A(ωk )Rs (ωk ) {A(ωk )}H + Rη (ωk )

(14)

where A(ωk ),Rs (ωk ) and Rη (ωk ) are the sampled values of the
continuous frequency variables in Eq. 4. The approach used here
applies array interpolation at each subband to give
g(θ) ' T̆(ωk )a(ωk , θ) ; k = 1, 2, . . . , K

3.1. Steered Response Power Estimation

Px (τ, ωk ) =

Px (τ, ωk ).

k=1

This algorithm is referred to as Far-Field SRP-PHAT [10]. It is
robust but computationally complex, as the results show.
This paper proposes a new approach for calculating the TDOA
by only calculating maxima and minima of Px (τ, ωk ) and then
comparing their power levels. This can be done by first summing
Eq. 10 over the diagonals rather than rows and columns and rearranging it according to

3. LOCALISATION ALGORITHMS
The microphone signals x[m] are transformed into frequency domain signals using a DFT filterbank. The output signals from the
transformation are the the discrete array output vectors X[k, n],
where k = 1, 2, . . . , K is the subband index, and n is the subband
time index. These signals are used to formulate an estimate of the
spatial covariance matrix according to

K
X

(15)

where a(ωk , θ) is the sampled array response vector and g(θ) is
the response vector of a virtual array that is independent of ωk . To
allow the application of Root-SRP-PHAT and Root-MUSIC, the
virtual array is by necessity uniform linear.
The SRI [9] optimum interpolation matrix T̆ is designed using
the least-squares problem formulation
T̆(ωk ) = arg min

T(ωk )

Z

π
−π

kT(ωk )a(ωk , θ) − g(θ)k2 dθ.

(16)

Applying interpolation to the spatial covariance matrices, and
summing over all frequency bands yields
Ux =

K
X

k=1

h
iH
T̆(ωk )R̂x [k] T̆(ωk )

=

K
X

n
oH
T̆(ωk )A(ωk )Rs (ωk ) T̆(ωk )A(ωk )

k=1

(17)

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the following evaluation, the estimation error is presented as
RMSE in radians, calculated according to
v
u N −1
u1 X
(θ̂[n] − θ)2 ,
(19)
RMSE = t
N n=0
where the values of θ̂[n] are the estimated DOAs produced by the
algorithm and θ is the actual DOA. The evaluations are performed
using N > 1000 estimates.

n
oH
+ T̆(ωk )R[k]
T̆(ωk )
η

' GRs GH + N,

5.1. Robustness to Reverberation and Noise

3.3. Root-MUSIC
Let {e1 , e2 , . . . , eP } denote the eigenvectors of Ux , ordered with
respect to their corresponding eigenvalue magnitude. The eigenvectors {e1 , e2 , . . . , eL } span the signal subspace and the remaining eigenvectors {eL+1 , eL+2 , . . . , eP } span the noise subspace.
Assuming the signals are not highly correlated and noise prewhitening is applied to Ux , the L response vectors in G will be
orthogonal to the noise subspace N. Thus if P is a projection
matrix onto the noise subspace of Ux ,
kPg(θ` )k2 = 0 ; ` = 1, 2, . . . , L

(18)

The zeros of Eq. 18, are found by solving for the roots of a polynomial of order 2(P −1). The DOA with the highest steered response
power will identify the strongest sound source.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
The three localisation algorithms described above are implemented
in software executed on a standard PC. The microphone array is
connected to the PC using a multi-channel analog input/output
(I/O) card.
The microphone array consists of eight elements which are
mounted on a metal fixture with an inter-element spacing of 40mm.
The microphone outputs are connected to a preamplifier which in
turn is connected to the I/O card. The microphone elements, model
2541/PRM902, and the preamplifier, model 2210, are from Larson
Davis. The I/O card has 24-bit analog to digital converters with
built in anti-aliasing filters and is operated at a sample frequency
of 8kHz. The card is an M-Audio Delta-1010LT.
All algorithms operate over a frequency range of 800Hz to
3200Hz. The frequency range and sample frequency are chosen
to give the algorithms optimum performance for speech for the
given background noise and room reverberation. The optimisation algorithm used for Far-Field SRP-PHAT is an iterative onedimensional search. The array interpolation projects onto a virtual
array with the same array geometry as the physical array and with
a centre frequency of 2500Hz for Root-MUSIC, and 800Hz for
Root-SRP-PHAT. The spatial covariance matrix is estimated using
exponential averaging with forgetting factor α = 0.1.

The algorithms are evaluated in terms of robustness to reverberation and background noise power. The evaluation is performed in
a real room and using synthesised input. In each environment the
stimulus are female speech from a position q = [1.5m, 2.0rad].
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is calculated by averaging the
power at all microphone elements over the frequency range 300
to 3400Hz.
The synthesised input is generated using a free space model,
with spatially white noise added to the sensor elements. The noise
is Gaussian with the same spectral contents as the background
noise in the real room.
The dimensions of the real room are 3.1m×3.5m×2.2m and
the walls are partly covered with acoustic foam panels to reduce
reflections coming from behind the microphone array. A semidiffuse noise field was created in the room by playing white noise
through two loudspeakers placed behind baffles in the corners of
the room, facing away from the array.
The RMSE versus SNR for the free space model is shown in
Fig. 1. It shows that Far-Field SRP-PHAT reaches a minimum
error. This error is a bias error and is caused by the frequency
sampling. It is further investigated in [10]. The RMSE versus
SNR for the real room environment is shown in Fig. 2. It shows
that the SRP-based algorithms are more robust than Root-MUSIC
to noise and reverberation for poor SNRs. At the given distance
to the sound source the Root-SRP-PHAT algorithm has an error of
150mm at 10dB SNR. The minimum RMSE is limited here by the
diameter of the loudspeaker.
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˜
where G = g(θ1 ) g(θ2 ) · · · g(θL ) , Rs is the combined
signal covariance matrix and N is the combined noise covariance
matrix. Thus Ux contains the DOA information for all subbands in
a single matrix. Both Root-MUSIC and Root-SRP-PHAT operates
on Ux .
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Fig. 1. RMSE versus SNR for female speech in free space model.
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and robustness to background noise and reverberation in a real and
a simulated environment.
The results show that Root-MUSIC and Root-SRP-PHAT has
nearly identical performance with respect to robustness, with RootSRP-PHAT showing slightly higher robustness to reverberation
and low SNRs in a real room environment. Far-Field SRP-PHAT
is however capable of sustaining nearly the same RMSE at 5dB
lower SNR than the other two algorithms in a real environment.
However, the new algorithm outperforms Root-MUSIC by a factor of two, and Far-Field SRP-PHAT by a factor of 3 or more with
regards to computational complexity.
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Fig. 2. RMSE versus SNR for female speech in real room environment.

5.2. Computational Complexity Evaluation
The computational load is evaluated by measuring the average
number of clock-cycles taken for an algorithm to complete one
position estimate. The measurement has been made for different
numbers of subbands, and is normalised with respect to the most
computationally efficient algorithm. From Fig. 3 it can be seen
that Root-SRP-PHAT has the lowest computational load followed
by Root-MUSIC, which has doubble the computational load compared to Root-SRP-PHAT. Far-Field SRP-PHAT has a computational load between 3-11 times that of Root-SRP-PHAT using the
given implementation.
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